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Abstract

In this paper a technique is offered for improving the efficiency of communication. The
prime objective of any Communication Technique is not only to make the communication
clear, efficient and noise free but also to make the communication well secured from its
interception from unauthorized users in both commercial as well as in defense
communication. For this purpose nowadays the most commonly used technique is frequency
hopping. The hopping technique is characterized by its flexibility of changing hopping carrier
i.e, change of carrier randomly that is if it is intercepted by unauthorized user the hopping
pattern should be changes at any time. There will be no need of synchronization at
transmitter and receiver side i.e at any time if the transmission is taking place and the
receiver comes into power in the middle of transmission, than the receiver can receive the
information at any instant. The error may occurs in the information during passing through
the channel, and there will be the need for re-transmission , so for that reason we will apply
Hamming code before transmission so that at the receiver side if the error occurred through
the channel than that error will be detected and corrected at the receiver side without
retransmission because of which the competence will be improved.
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1. Introduction to Spread Spectrum
In a normal communication channel, it is often desirable to concentrate the information in
as narrow a region of the frequency spectrum as possible in order to conserve available
bandwidth and to reduce power [1]. Spread spectrum is a resources of transmission in which a
signal occupies a bandwidth in the excess of minimum necessary to send the information; the
band spread is accomplished by means of a code, that code is independent of the data, and a
synchronized reception with the code at the receiver is used for dispreading and subsequent
data recovery [3].
Before the Spread spectrum , cordless phones were in use but due to poor voice quality ,
high cross talk interference especially in densely populated urban areas, lack of privacy, and
short operating distances, they becomes obsolete after the introduction of Spread spectrum [25]. Spread spectrum technology was first developed by the military which offers some diverse
advantages which can alleviate the problems of conventional cordless telephones. However,
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because the technology was at first developed for military applications, it could not be readily
applied for commercial use due to its high cost and large size. This technology and the
components was continue to develop, integrated circuit technology has also undergone
extreme advancement. These two factors have made commercial use of spread spectrum
technology a realistic intention. Some recent commercial applications of the technology
include digital cellular telephony, digital cordless telephony, and the global positioning
system (GPS). Since its early on development in the mid 1950's for military applications,
spread-spectrum communications have, over the years, become more and more popular for
the most part due to its interference tolerance and coexistence capabilities. In the present day,
the commercial use of spread spectrum technology ranges from digital cellular phones and
wireless PCS (for wide-area wireless voice applications) to wireless LANs (for local-area
wireless data transmission). A general definition for spread spectrum technology is [3]:
Spread-spectrum system uses a process except the information signal to expand, or spread,
the bandwidth of the signal [6, 7, 9]. The fundamental techniques for spectrum spreading are
direct sequence, frequency hopping, time hoping, hybrids [7]. Ideally the transceiver should
support some form of spread spectrum modulation, preferably frequency-hopping spread
spectrum (FHSS), instead of direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) [8].

2. Executive Summary about FHSS
FHSS is a method of transmitting radio signals by rapidly switching a carrier signals
among many frequency channels, using a pseudorandom sequence known to both
transmitter and receiver [10]. Figure 1 and 2 shows the block diagrams of a usual frequencyhopping transmitter and receiver. At the transmitter side, a pseudorandom hopping code is
used to control the output frequency of a PLL (Phase Lock Loop)-based synthesizer. The data
signal is modulated over carrier and than transmitted. The example for a hopping signal
(frequency versus time) is shown in Figure 3. At the receiver side, an identical copy of the
hopping pattern (same pattern like at transmitter) plus an IF-offset is subtracted from the
incoming signal in the frequency domain (i.e., by mixing). If the desired signal is received,
and if transmitter and the receiver are properly synchronized, the result of the subtraction is
the FM carrier modulated with the information and centered at the IF. As the output will
merely contain significant energy at the desired IF if the codes at transmitter and the receiver
are well correlated, frequency-hopping presents an opportunity for the use of CDMA [11].
Since the carrier is often being hopped in frequency, frequency-hopping provides
resistance to motionless interference and multipath fading. The degree of efficiency of a exact
frequency-hopping system for a given transmission channel depends on several factors, such
as hopping rate, size of each hop, and number of data symbols transmitted during each hop
interval [12–14]. If number of the data symbols transmitted during a hop interval is less than
or equal to the unity, than that process is called fast frequency hopping. In the fast frequencyhopping, a high level of the redundancy is present because there can be several hops/data
symbol. This even means that if some of the hops/data are not properly received, Because of
interference or fading, than there is still enough information available by the use of diversity
combining techniques to make the correct symbol decision. The number of hops symbol/data
interval is known as order of the diversity [15]. The two main problems that were encountered
in PLL-based frequency-hopping are spectral splatter, and transient mismatch linking
between transmit and the receive synthesizers [16]. During a hop transient, a simple
frequency-hopping system has no control over transmitted frequency spectrum, and many
undesired frequency components that are present in the output of a transmitter. This
phenomenon is often known as spectral splatter and that results in a loss of useful
transmitter’s energy during each hop, as well as neighboring channel interference. Moreover,
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if there is a mismatch in a hopping transient of the receive synthesizer from that of the
transmit synthesizer, a bursts of frequency error occurs in the receiver IF next to the hopping
rate, which produces an overall degradation in the receiver’s SNR. Some of the common
solutions that are used to reduce spectral splatter and the effects of synthesizer difference are
voltage-controlled oscillator pre tuning [16], “ping-ponging” multiple synthesizers [16], and
than transient the hop interval dwell and the guard times [17]. These methods are
momentarily reviewed over here.
VCO pre tuning makes use of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and also a summing
block is placed in synthesizer PLL between a loop filter and VCO of together the transmitter
and the receiver. Whenever a hop occurs, the VCO control voltage is directly changes, as
well as the normal loop frequency controls, in a well coordinated manner to reduce the effects
of the transient mismatch. As the DAC and the summing blocks are both outside of the loop,
than the output frequency of the synthesizer can be changed rapidly, and the loop catches up
afterwards, by removing residual error. The frequency-hopping system that “ping-pongs” the
two synthesizers in mutually the transmitter and the receiver can be designed easily.
Whenever the one frequency is being transmitted, than the second synthesizer is preset to the
next very hop frequency. To transmit the next frequency in hopping sequence, than the two
synthesizers are exchanged (ping-ponged), which eliminates the effects of PLL transient error
and than increasing the potential hopping rate, but here the making of phase-coherence is very
difficult to achieve. The Transient guard and dwell times are often employed in frequencyhopping systems to avoid the effects of IF error. During a frequency hop, the IF signal is not
sampled at the receiver side until the loop transients have settled out. Because the IF contains
no frequency error during the sample (dwell) time, and the received data is not corrupted. In
some of the systems, the transmitter output power is turned to off during the guard times in
order to reduce the spectral splatter produced by the hop transients.

3. Hamming Code
In today’s digitized world, the security of information has become a major issue for
making critical decisions about stored information [18]. Also security of information is
concerned with the assurance of reliability, privacy, and availability of information in all
forms [19]. Messages that are transmitted over a communication channel can be damaged;
their bits can be masked or inverted by noise [20], the detecting and correcting of these errors
is needed. There are codes that can only detect errors [21, 22]; while there are some codes
which can detect and correct the errors [23]. Hamming coding technique is used now days not
only for detection but also for correction of errors [20]. In hamming code parity bits are used
for locating the position of errors. To find the position of check bits both at the receiver and
transmitter side, we need to design a matrix for finding the position of check bits [19]. Theses
bits can be found by Ex-OR logic and also by AND-OR logic [20]. After receiving of data at
the receiver side, the check bits will be explored and will Ex-ORED with the bits at
transmitter side. It will locate the position of error. Figure 4 shows the designing of matrix for
finding the parity bits. And Figure 5 shows how to compare the parity bits of the two sides for
finding the error.
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Figure 1. Transmitter for Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum System

Figure 2. Receiver for Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum System
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Figure 3. Frequency Hoping: Frequency Vs Time

Figure 4. Locating the Positions for Insertion of Check Bits

Figure 5. Detecting the Location of Error
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4. Main Theme of the Paper
As for making our wireless communication efficient we apply Hamming code for
detecting/correcting of the message and in FHSS when the data is transmitted than still there
is a chance that due to some interference or noise the data may be distorted, & some of the
data bits may be inverted. Here in this paper we proposed an algorithm that if we apply
Hamming code and insert check bits before the transmission of the data and if at the receiver
side, the error is occurred due to bits inversion than that could be corrected easily without
retransmission of the data. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows my proposed technique (to be
applied) for transmitter and receiver of FHSS technique along Hamming code.

Figure 8. Transmitter for FHSS along Hamming Code

5. Conclusion
In this paper a new idea is proposed for the improvement of efficiency in wireless
communication. As FHSS is an efficient technique for the data transfer, it will be more and
more time efficient if the hamming code is implemented at the receiver and transmitter side,
for detection and correction of data, as in FHSS redundancy is achieved by the possibility to
execute re-transmissions of data on different carrier frequencies(hops). So if hamming code is
applied on each hop than there will be no need of retransmission of data, and automatically
the communication will be time efficient.
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Figure 9. Receiver for Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum System using
Hamming Code for Detection of Error
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